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Abstract The standard alternating o!er model is extended by integrating it with the Levhari and Mirman "sh war model in order to investigate negotiations over "sh quota. The disagreement actions are endogenous. The interior and linear Markov perfect equilibrium (MPE) results in immediate agreement on an e$cient path of "sh quota. This MPE is not analytically tractable. Numerical solutions show that patience is a disadvantage in this MPE and small di!erences in patience lead to large asymmetries in the bargaining outcome.  2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. JEL classixcation: C78 Keywords: Tragedy of the commons; Fish quota; Variable threats; Markov perfect equilibrium



1. Introduction The economic problem of the Tragedy of the Commons is well known in the literature, e.g., Dutta and Sundaram (1993), Fisher and Mirman (1992, 1993), Levhari and Mirman (1980), van der Ploeg and de Zeeuw (1991, 1992) and references therein. Loosely it states that the joint exploitation of a common
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resource leads to ine$cient overexploitation. This joint exploitation is often the cause of disputes between national governments. In most cases the governments involved negotiate for a joint policy, often in the form of quota, in order to end the dispute. In this paper we explicitly consider the negotiations over "sh quota between two countries, but we regard the underlying economic problem to be more general. Two economic agents interact strategically with each other over time and simultaneously negotiate over some joint policy which will be implemented if agreed upon. Economic life, i.e., "shing, continues during the negotiations and, therefore, the countries also have to make economic decisions as long as they disagree. These decisions might a!ect the negotiations and vice versa. In this paper we modify the policy bargaining models in Avery and Zemsky (1994a, b), Busch and Wen (1995), Houba (1997), Houba and de Zeeuw (1995) and Okada (1991a, b) to allow for simple biological dynamics of the regeneration of "sh. These dynamics and the countries' preferences, called the economic environment, are modeled as in Levhari and Mirman (1980) who consider an in"nite horizon exponential-logarithmic di!erence game. In contrast, the economic environment in Busch and Wen (1995), Houba (1997) and Okada (1991a,b) is an in"nitely repeated game, whereas it is a "nite-horizon linear-quadratic di!erence game in Houba and de Zeeuw (1995). In Avery and Zemsky (1994b) one party can burn money, i.e., destroy some of the surplus, whereas our model features two parties that can burn money. The "sh war model underlying the bargaining process admits an interior and linear Markov perfect equilibrium (MPE), e.g., Levhari and Mirman (1980). The aim of this paper is to investigate the class of interior and linear MPEs when negotiations are added to the "sh war model. We show that exactly one interior and linear MPE exists. A novel feature from the perspective of bargaining theory is that both the e$cient frontier and the countries' disagreement utilities depend upon the countries' time-preferences. Numerical solutions show that &patience is weakness'. This means that, in contrast with standard theory, the bargaining position of a country deteriorates if it attaches more importance to future catches.



 To be precise, Dutta and Sundaram (1993) show that interior continuously di!erentiable Markov perfect equilibria (MPEs) are ine$cient, but that e$cient MPEs in discontinuous strategies exist. E$cient subgame perfect equilibria in trigger strategies are derived in Benhabib and Radner (1992), Haurie and Pohjola (1987) and Kaitala and Pohjola (1990).  That is, a di!erence game for which the equation of motion is exponential and the objective functions are logarithmic in the state and control variables.  This "sh war model is a state-separable game, e.g. Dockner et al. (1985), and, therefore, admits a tractable linear MPE. Trilinear games, e.g. Clemhout and Wan (1974), are also state separable.
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The paper is organized as follows. The modi"ed policy bargaining model is introduced in Section 2, which also includes the characterization of e$cient outcomes. The interior and linear MPE is characterized in Section 3. Section 4 addresses &patience is weakness'. Section 5 concludes. 2. The policy bargaining model The economic environment we study is identical to the great "sh war model in Levhari and Mirman (1980) in which two countries share a common pool of "sh. Formally, ¹"+1, 2,2, represents time. The &state' x , t3¹, denotes the R amount of "sh in the common pool at the beginning of period t. The state is normalized to stay within the interval (0,1) and the initial state x , x 3(0,1), is   exogenously given. Furthermore, h denotes the history of past actions up to R period t including x , and A (h ), i"1, 2, denotes the set of admissible actions  GR R for country i at t given h . These are recursively de"ned as follows. The history R h uniquely determines x and A (h )"[0,x ], i"1, 2. The action a 3A (h ) R R GR R R GR GR R denotes the planned catch of country i at t. The population of country i actually consumes c and, following Dutta and Sundaram (1993), this consumption is GR given by







if a #a 4x , R R R (2.1) a GR x , otherwise. a #a R R R After "shing at t, the amount of "sh x !c !c 50 regenerates, such that R R R x "(x !c !c )?, where a3(0, 1) is a measure of the rate of regeneration. R> R R R Finally, the history h is de"ned as h "(h , (a , a )), (a , a )3 R> R> R R R R R A (h ) " : A (h );A (h ) and h " : (x ). We write c"(c , c ,2), i"1,2, R R R R R R   G G G c 3[0, 1), t3¹, for an in"nite stream of per period consumption. Country GR i"1, 2, has a utility function given by u (c)"  bR\ ln c , b 3(0, 1), where G G R G GR G b , i"1, 2, is country i's subjective time preference or discount factor. The "sh G war model admits an interior and linear MPE, e.g. Levhari and Mirman (1980). The subject of the negotiations is a sequence of quota for both countries. Such a sequence is called a joint policy, which is assumed to become binding once agreed upon and to be everlasting. The quota specify time-independent fractions of the amount of "sh in the pool that the countries are allowed to catch each period. Full Pareto e$ciency imposes consumption paths with time-dependent functions of x in which the impatient country's consumption converges to zero R over time. We rule out such paths as not credible and politically infeasible. In the remainder, the term &e$ciency' therefore refers to optimal allocations within the set of linear &Markovian' paths. Given the history h at time t, t3¹, a joint policy aR"(a , a ,2) is de"ned R R R> in a recursive manner as an in"nite sequence of admissable plans c " GR



a , GR
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a 3A (h , a , , a ), q3-. We call aR an agreement if it is a joint policy R>O R>O R R 2 R>O\ that has been agreed upon by both countries at time t. An agreement immediately becomes e!ective, i.e., the current and all future actions in the di!erence game are a , q3-. Together with Proposition 2.1, the structure of our contract space R>O implies that the e$cient frontier of the contract space coincides with the e$cient frontier of the "sh war model. For each vector j"(j , j ), where j , j 50 and     j #j "1, any optimal path (cH, cH) associated with the social welfare     function j u (c) is an e$cient path. In our particular model each G G G G e$cient path is one-to-one related to a vector j, which is a consequence of the following proposition. We write 


j G



x, R ab ab  #j   1!ab  1!ab  



i"1, 2,



the state evolves as











? ab ab  #j  j 1!ab  1!ab   x " x? R> R ab ab  #j  1#j 1!ab  1!ab   and country i's value function 1 ln x , 










 







?@G\?@G \@G ab ab  #j  j  1!ab  1!ab   AH(j)" , i"1, 2. (2.2) G \?@G ab ab   1#j #j 1!ab 1!ab   Note that if j , i"1, 2, increases (decreases), then country i is allowed to catch G more (less) "sh, because *cH (x )/*j '0. If one of the countries becomes more GR R G patient, then both countries' current consumption is reduced and, therefore, the &investment' in future amounts of "sh increases, i.e., *cH(x )/*b (0 and G R I *xH /*b '0 for k"1, 2. R> I j
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Table 1 The order of moves, where country 1 (2) proposes at t is odd (even) t odd Bargaining phase Disagreement phase Agreement phase



Country 1 proposes aR and country 2 accepts/rejects aR Country i, i"1, 2, unilaterally catches a (h )3A (h ) GR R GR R Country i, i"1, 2, catches a (h )3A (h ) according to the GR R GR R agreed upon joint policy



t even Bargaining phase Disagreement phase Agreement phase



Country 2 proposes aR and country 1 accepts/rejects aR Country i, i"1,2, unilaterally catches a (h )3A (h ) GR R GR R Country i, i"1,2, catches a (h )3A (h ) according to the agreed GR R GR R upon joint policy



The bargaining model we analyze is a modi"ed version of the policy bargaining model, e.g., Houba (1997), Houba and de Zeeuw (1995) and Okada (1991a, b). It extends the alternating o!er model (for a survey see Osborne and Rubinstein, 1991) and is represented in Table 1. Each period t3¹, consists of two phases. In the "rst phase, called the bargaining phase, a round of negotiations takes place. One of the countries proposes a sequence of quota and the other country either accepts or rejects this proposition. Country 1 (2) proposes in every odd (even) period. In the second phase of period t, the countries "sh. If the proposed joint policy of time t is accepted, or the countries have agreed before t, then the second phase of period t is called the agreement phase. Otherwise, it is called the disagreement phase. In the agreement phase each country "shes the amount speci"ed by the agreement. No equilibrium analysis is needed in this phase because agreements are binding. In the disagreement phase of period t, the countries unilaterally and independent of each other determine the size of their catches in the current period, i.e., they choose their disagreement catches. After that, time goes on to t#1. The disagreement catches are endogenous and form an integral part of the equilibrium strategies. Finally, it is assumed that each country perfectly observes the current state x . It is therefore appropriate to R apply the MPE concept.



3. The interior and linear MPE In this section the linear and interior MPEs are characterized and it is shown that only one such MPE exists. By &linear' we mean that the quota and disagreement catches are both linear in x . And &interior' refers to R c (x ), c (x )'0 and c (x )#c (x )(x for all t3¹. Jointly, Proposition 2.1 and  R  R  R  R R
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linearity of the (e$cient) quota require that the vector of weights jG(x ), i"1, 2, R proposed by country i is independent of x . We write jG for this state-indepenR dent vector of weights. First we characterize the MPE proposals made by each country in the bargaining phase. These proposals depend upon the MPE continuation payo!s in case of disagreement. The &disagreement' value function 










? ab b   x " x? R> R b #b !ab b     and the value function 1 
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This proposition implies that c (x )4c (x ) i! b 5b . Thus, the impatient R R R R   country &burns' more of the future surplus than the more patient country because doing so is less costly for the impatient country. Note that the linear MPE disagreement catches are independent of next period's linear MPE agreement, i.e., independent of j. Hence, the MPE disagreement catches are the same in odd and even periods. Moreover, these catches are equal to the interior and linear MPE catches in Levhari and Mirman (1980). These results are a direct consequence of the combined e!ect of linearity and the speci"c functional forms. Linearity implies that next period's vector j is independent of x and, therefore, *j/*x "*j/*x "0. Combined with the R R R speci"c functional forms it makes the value functions of Proposition 2.1 state separable in terms of Dockner et al. (1985). Linear MPE disagreement catches are therefore tractable and only the term with the state variable matters in deriving the equilibrium catches. The "sh war model in Levhari and Mirman (1980) is also state separable. Its value functions are of the form 1 ln x #ln A R G 1!ab G for some A . The result that the MPE disagreement catches of Proposition 3.2 G coincide with the MPE catches in Levhari and Mirman (1980) is due to state-separability and equality of the coe$cients in front of ln x in the value R functions. The latter seems to be a peculiarity of the speci"c functional forms. Without the assumption of linearity in MPE strategies, state separability is lost and the nonlinear MPE disagreement catches are no longer tractable. However, the nonlinear MPE disagreement catches are implicitly de"ned as a function of x . This implicit function also depends on the unknown function R j(x ) and its derivative (assuming di!erentiability), where j(x ) represents R> R> next period's agreement. So, in terms of the unknown function j, "rst-order di!erential equations in j are obtained. A minor technical complication is that a distinction between odd and even periods must be made and that the associated value functions are not tractable either. The next theorem combines the results obtained thus far. It states the implicit solution for the equilibrium weights that determine all the value functions 


 In Houba and de Zeeuw (1995) it is shown that for "nite-horizon linear-quadratic di!erence games the MPE disagreement catches do di!er from the MPE catches in the di!erence game without negotiations. Therefore, the result in Proposition 3.2 is due to the speci"c functional forms.  For details see the proof of Proposition 3.2 which is presented in such a way that linearity is only imposed at the end. Up to that point the arguments also apply to nonlinear MPEs.
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Table 2 The MPE strategies of Theorem 3.3 Country 1



Country 2



Propose j, Accept aR,



1 is proposing country at the bargaining phase u (c(aR))5< (t, x , j) at the bargaining    R phase t odd



b (1!ab )   x, b #b !ab b R     Propose j, Accept aR,



at the disagreement phase of period t, t3¹ 2 is proposing country at the bargaining phase u (c(aR))5< (t, x , j) at the bargaining    R phase t odd



b (1!ab )   x, b #b !ab b R    



at the disagreement phase of period t, t3¹



Theorem 3.3. The interior and linear MPE is unique, Table 2 states its strategies and j"(j ,1!j ) and j"(1!j , j ) are the unique solution to     j\?@H(K )?@H @H (1!j )\?@H(K )?@H G ![A]\?@H\@H H H G "0, H K #1 K #1 G H i, j"1, 2, iOj, (3.1)











where











ab ab ab H # G ! H j. K" G 1!ab 1!ab 1!ab G H G H Moreover, j '1!j , j"1, 2 and jOi. G H The property j '1!j is known as the "rst-mover advantage, e.g. Osborne G H and Rubinstein (1991). It refers to the fact that the "rst proposer, i.e., country 1, obtains a payo! higher than in the model in which country 2 proposes "rst. We now brie#y discuss interior but nonlinear MPEs in C-functions, which implicitly impose that j (x ) and j (x ) are C-functions as well. The generaliz R  R ation of Theorem 3.3 involves six equations with six unknown variables: the nonlinear disagreement catches c(x ) and c(x ), i"1, 2, and the weights G R G R j (x ) and j (x ). The derivatives of the unknown functions j (x ) and j (x ) are  R  R  R  R also present in four of these six equations, namely the four equations that determine the disagreement catches (see Footnote 3 for details). These six equations constitute a nonlinear system of "rst-order di!erential equations. Theorem 3.3 and Proposition 3.2 imply that this system of six equations admits one solution with the property j (x)"j (x)"0. Whether there is a solution   with the property j (x), j (x)O0 remains an open question.  
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Table 3 The value of j for a"0.50 and b , b "0.15, 0.35,2, 0.95    b  b 



0.15



0.35



0.55



0.75



0.95



0.15 0.35 0.55 0.75 0.95



0.51 0.27 0.17 0.11 0.07



0.74 0.51 0.36 0.25 0.18



0.84 0.66 0.51 0.39 0.29



0.90 0.76 0.63 0.51 0.41



0.93 0.83 0.71 0.59 0.50



4. Numerical solutions In order to obtain more insight we have calculated numerical solutions for the weights j and j on a grid of the parameter space with a"0.5 and   b , b "0.15, 0.35,2, 0.95. To "nd a numerical solution (j , j )3(0,1) we mini    mized the length of the vector function on the left-hand side of (3.1). This objective function was evaluated on a grid of 40;40"1600 combinations (j ,j )3[0,1] in order to "nd suitable starting points in which the objective   function value is lower than the values of its (maximally eight) neighboring points. For each starting point Newton's method was applied. Finally, all the solutions found this way were stored in a matrix and compared by considering the singular values of this matrix. In Table 3 we report the solutions for j . The  weight j can be found at the position (b , b ). This table illustrates the    "rst-mover advantage, i.e., j #j 51, where the equal sign for some combina  tions of b and b is due to rounding o!. The weight is almost symmetric on the   diagonal, but it rapidly decreases if b increases. In the lower-left corner country  2 almost becomes a monopolist. Therefore, small asymmetries in the discount factors already imply large asymmetries in equilibrium weights. The results in Table 3 contrast with the standard result in bargaining theory that a player's bargaining position is strengthened when he becomes more patient, e.g., Osborne and Rubinstein (1991). If we take the weight a country can assure itself as a measure of its strength, then country 2 gets stronger at the expense of country 1 when country 1 becomes more patient. We report without presenting more tables that the same result holds in utility terms and that this result does not depend on x . R The explanation of these numerical results is as follows. Proposition 3.2 implies that country 1 voluntarily catches less "sh today the higher its b is, in  order to invest in future consumption, i.e., *c (x )/*b (0 and *x /*b '0. R R  R>  However, country 2 behaves as a free rider, immediately extracting part of
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that investment in the current period, i.e., *c (x )/*b '0. Obviously, R R  *(1!ab )\ ln x /*b (0, * ln A /*b (0 and * ln A /*b '0 imply that  R      country 1's disagreement utility decreases, while at the same time country 2's disagreement utility increases. Clearly, such a shift improves country 2's bargaining position at the expense of 1. The economic intuition goes somewhat deeper. Contrary to the standard alternating o!er model, the players can no longer delay the division of the pie by vetoing an agreement. This is because in the disagreement phase, endogenously determined "shing will take place even in the absence of any agreement. The patient player has therefore lost the strategic advantage he had in the alternating o!er model. Moreover, as he cares more about the future than the impatient player, he has more to lose from an ine$cient exploitation of the renewable resource than the impatient player. The option of delaying an agreement, leading to a "sh war and an ine$cient exploitation of the stock of "sh for at least another period, has therefore become a strategic weapon in the hands of the impatient player. However, there is a caveat. One could very well argue that, in order to compare the well-being of the countries over a range of di!erent b's in a meaningful way, one has to multiply the utility function of country i by (1!b ), G i"1, 2, such that the sum of the discount factors always adds up to 1. These normalized discount factors can easily be incorporated without redoing the entire analysis. It su$ces to look at the adjusted weights k"(k , k ) with   j (1!b ) G G k" , i"1, 2. G j (1!b )#j (1!b )     Note that *k /*b (0 if *j /*b (0. Therefore, a table qualitatively similar to G G G G Table 3 exists for k in which k decreases in b as before. Furthermore, the    e$cient consumption paths associated with j and k coincide. This implies that country i's adjusted utility corresponding to k is equal to 1!b G ln x #(1!b ) ln AH(j), R G G 1!ab G where the "rst term is always increasing in b . The numerical results of Table 4 G show that the second term is decreasing in b . Obviously, there exists a xH(1 G such that for every x 3(xH, 1) the second e!ect dominates the "rst. Thus for R x close enough to 1 the patience is weakness result still holds, also in utility R terms. We report without presenting tables that the rapid decline in both country 1's weight and utility is accelerated when the regeneration speed is lower, i.e., a is  Note that the e!ect of *(1!ab )\ ln x /*b (0 is negligible in case x +1.  R  R  We thank one of the anonymous referees for raising this point.
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Table 4 The value of (1!b )ln AH(j) for a"0.50 and b , b "0.15, 0.35,2, 0.95 G G   b  b 



0.15



0.35



0.55



0.75



0.95



0.15 0.35 0.55 0.75 0.95



!0.97 !1.89 !2.73 !3.62 !4.68



!0.60 !1.24 !1.86 !2.52 !3.28



!0.47 !0.98 !1.49 !2.02 !2.62



!0.41 !0.85 !1.28 !1.74 !2.22



!0.37 !0.77 !1.17 !1.58 !2.01



higher. The intuition is that the system needs more time to &repair' the damage from a period of overexploitation the higher a is. (The damage is permanent when a"1.)



5. Concluding remarks How general are the results? First, as discussed above, Proposition 3.1 can easily be extended to allow for nonlinear MPEs and general di!erence games. Second, Houba and de Zeeuw (1995) show that interior and linear MPEs for linear-quadratic di!erence (LQ) games only exist if the dimension of the state (vector) is one dimensional. Otherwise, linearity breaks down and the vector of weights becomes a function of the state. Since their arguments are not restricted to LQ games this will be true more generally. It implies for instance that no interior and linear MPE exists if the economic environment is the multi-species "sh war model in Fisher and Mirman (1992,1996). Third, the results of Propositions 2.1 and 3.2 can easily be extended to the class of state-separable di!erence games with a one-dimensional state, because every game in this class admits tractable solutions for the linear MPE, e.g. Dockner et al. (1985). From this we conjecture that a theorem similar to Theorem 3.3 could be obtained for this class of games. Fourth, without state-separability the bargaining model does not allow for a linear MPE and even fails tractable solutions for the e$cient frontier. Then the bargaining model will not admit linear MPEs either. In this case, considerations similar to the ones discussed for nonlinear MPEs in Section 3 will hold. How robust is the &patience is weakness' phenomenon? A key factor is the dependence of the e$cient frontier and the endogenous MPE disagreement utilities upon the time preferences. This holds for every di!erence game replacing the "sh war model, whether state separable or not. Necessary conditions for &patience is weakness' are MPE disagreement utilities that increase when the
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other player becomes more patient. Future research could be directed toward deriving su$cient and necessary conditions for a &patience is weakness' e!ect or its opposite. For di!erence games that are &close' to in"nitely repeated games the standard &patience is strength' result known from Busch and Wen (1995), Houba (1997) and Okada (1991a) will result.
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Appendix A Proof of Proposition 2.1. Postulate value functions of the form a ln x #A , G R> G i"1, 2. Applying Bellman's dynamic programming principle implies   j (a ln x #A )"max j (ln c #b a ln(x !c !c )?#b A ). G G R> G G GR G G R R R G G G ARAR G The "rst-order conditions can be rewritten as the regular linear system







   



j #  j ab a j  H H H H  j j #  j ab a   H H H H It is easy to verify that the unique solution is



c j x R "  R . c j x R  R given by



j G x , i"1, 2. cH (x )" GR R 1#  j ab a R H H H H Substitution into the state transition yields that the state evolves as











(A.1)



?  j ab a H H H H x " x?. (A.2) R> R 1#  j ab a H H H H Substitution into ln cH (x )#b (a ln x #A ) and rewriting yields GR R G G R> G j (  j ab a )?@G?G G H H H H ?@G?G H H H H This latter expression is equal to a ln x #A and, therefore, it follows that G R G 1 j (  j ab a )?@G?G G H H H H a" and A "ln #b A . G 1!ab G G G (1#  j ab a )>?@G?G G H H H H
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Solving for A yields A "ln AH(j). Then cH (x ) and x are obtained by one G G G GR R R> "nal substitution of a into (A.1) and (A.2). 䊐 G Proof of Proposition 3.1. It is without loss of generality to consider the bargaining phase of period 1, i.e., country 1 proposes. Denote country 1's proposed joint policy as a and let c(a), i"1, 2, be the in"nite stream of consumptions G for country i induced by a starting at time 1. Rationality implies that country 2 accepts (rejects) the proposed joint policy a if the utility u (c(a))   is larger (smaller) than < (1, x ). Country 2 is indi!erent if both are equal   and, therefore, acceptance is optimal in this case. Then country 1's best joint policy of catches a that will be accepted by country 2 is implicitly given by a( (x )"argmax u (c(a)) s.t. u (c(a))5< (1, x ). (A.3)        ? Obviously, any solution a( (x ) is e$cient. If not, then it is possible to construct  a joint policy that is better for both countries. E$ciency of a( (x ) implies  u (c(a( (x )))5< (1, x ), i.e., proposing a( (x ) is at least as good as disagree      ment. Furthermore, optimality implies that the constraint is binding and that a unique vector of MPE weights j(x ) exists that represents a( (x ). Linearity of   the quota in the state variable x, e$ciency of the joint policy and the functional form of cH in Proposition 2.1, impose j(x )"j for some vector j. RenumberGR  ing period 1 into period t with t odd yields the stated results for t is odd. Finally, renumbering the players and period 1 into period t with t is even gives j(x )"j for some vector j and  in calculating nonlinear MPEs in di!erentiable strategies we treat the nonlinear MPE weights j(x ) proposed by country 2 as a C-function and R> impose j(x )"j at the very end of this proof. Then the value R> functions  R> associated MPE payo!s from the bargaining phase at time 2 onwards. The interior and nonlinear MPE disagreement catches of "sh a (x ), i"1, 2, GR R are computed by applying backward induction in a straightforward manner, i.e., (a (x ), a (x )) are Nash equilibrium actions of the normal form game in R R R R



 Rejecting in case of indi!erence is also optimal for country 2, but it results in a maximization problem for country 1 that is no longer well de"ned, e.g., Houba and de Zeeuw (1995).
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which country i, i"1,2, has the action space [0, x ] and its payo! function is R given by ln c #b  *j(x)/*x"0, and, therefore, the third term equals 0. Then solving for c and R c yields the expressions for the linear MPE disagreement actions as stated. 䊐 R Proof of Theorem 3.3. First, Eq. (3.1) is derived. Combining Propositions 2.1, 3.1 and 3.2 yields  H R> H H H H (A.4) which can be rewritten as (A.5) AH(jG)"A[AH(jG)]@H, i, j"1, 2, iOj. H H H Substitution of the expressions for AH(j), A, j"(j ,1!j ) and H H   j"(1!j , j ), and then raising both sides to the power (1!ab ) (1!b )   H H yields (3.1). Second, we prove j '1!j which is used below. From the proof of G H Proposition 3.1 we have  G R> Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 these inequalities yield AH(jG)'AAH(jH)@G, where the G G G '-signs follow from the ine$ciency of the MPE disagreement catches. Therefore, making use of (A.5) yields AH(jG)\@G 'AAH(jH)@GAH(jG)\@G "A(AAH(jG)@G)@GAH(jG)\@G G G G G G G G G G "(A)>@ . G But then AH(jG)\@G'A 0 AH(jG)'AAH(jG)@G"AH(jH), because of (A.5). Since G G G G G G AH(jH) increases in its ith component of jH we obtain j '1!j as claimed. G G H Third, we prove existence. Since j"(j , 1!j ) and j"(1!j , j ) we write     AH(j ) instead of AH(jH). Eq. (A.4) with i"1 and j"2 de"nes j as the implicit G H G  C-function f : [0,1]P[0,1] of j with derivative   *f (j ) * ln AH(j ) * ln AH(j ) \   "b     O0.  *j *j *j   
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Similarly, Eq. (A.4) with i"2 and j"1 de"nes j as the implicit C-function  f : [0, 1]P[0, 1] of j with derivative  











*f (j ) * ln AH(j ) * ln AH(j ) \   "b     .  *j *j *j    Substitution of f into f yields j "f ( f (j )). Since f f : [0, 1]P[0, 1]         and f  f is continuous Brouwer's "xed point theorem applies and, hence,   there exists a solution. Finally, we prove uniqueness. Consider an arbitrary solution (j , j ). It su$ces to show that *f ( f (j ))/*j (1. The latter is equiva      lent to * ln AH(j ) * ln AH(j ) * ln AH(j ) * ln AH(j )     !b b     '0.   *j *j *j *j    



(A.6)



This inequality holds as the following arguments show. First, it follows that * ln AH(j ) 1 (a !a )(1!j )  "    # (1!b )j (1!b )(a #(a !a )j )(1#a #j (a !a )) *j             (a !a )(1#a #a )j #a (1#a ) 1       "  '0 (a #(a !a )j )(1#a #(a !a )j ) (1!b )j           and * ln AH(j ) (a !a )(1#a #a )j #a (1#a ) !1  "        *j (a #(a !a )j ) (1#a #(a !a )j ) (1!b )(1!j )            share a common term, which is positive (hint: * ln AH(j )/*j '0 follows from    the "rst line). Similarly, * ln AH(j )/*j and * ln AH(j )/*j share the term       (a !a )(1#a #a )j #a (1#a )        '0. (a #(a !a )j )(1#a #(a !a )j )         Disregarding these two positive terms in the left-hand side of (A.6) yields !1 !1 1 1 !b b .   (1!b )j (1!b )j (1!b )(1!j ) (1!b )(1!j )         Disregarding (1!b )(1!b ) yields   1 b b (1!b b )j j #b b (j #j !1)         !  " '0, (1!j )(1!j ) j j j j (1!j )(1!j )         because j '1!j as shown above. Thus, (A.6) holds as claimed. 䊐  
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